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Abstract
In this note we consider Ramsey-type problems on graphs whose vertices are represented by
the vertices of a convex polygon in the Euclidean plane. The edges of the graph are represented
by the segments between the points of the polygon. The edges are arbitrarily colored by a xed
number of colors and the problem is to decide whether there exist monochromatic subgraphs of
certain types satisfying some geometric conditions. We will give lower and upper bounds for
these geometric Ramsey numbers for certain paths and cycles and also some exact values. It turns
out that the particular type of the embedding is crucial for the growth rate of the corresponding
geometric Ramsey numbers. In particular, the Ramsey numbers for crossing 4-cycles and t colors
grow quadratically in t, while for convex 4-cycles they grow at least exponentially. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A well-studied subject in quantitative Ramsey theory is Ramsey numbers for nite
graphs. For a given integer t 2N and a graph G, one is interested in the least positive
integer n=R(G; t) such that for every coloring of the edges of the complete graph Kn
on n vertices with t colors there always exists a monochromatic subgraph of Kn which
is isomorphic to G.
If we have a total ordering on the vertices of Kn and G, respectively, then one might
look for monochromatic subgraphs isomorphic to G where the embedding preserves the
ordering. We investigate for some congurations the corresponding Ramsey numbers
Rc under embeddings, arising from a geometric point of view, as introduced in [1]. In
particular, the vertices of the underlying complete graph are the vertices of a convex
n-gon (here, the vertices will be on a circle) in the Euclidean plane R2, ordered, say,
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Fig. 1. Cycles and paths.
clockwise and the edges are the straight line segments connecting two vertices. Crucial
in our investigations is whether two segments are crossing, i.e. have an interior point
in common, or are non-crossing. For example, for the 4-cycle there are two essentially
dierent embeddings, yielding a crossing and a convex 4-cycle, cf. Fig. 1.
Questions of this type have also been investigated by Karolyi et al. [9,10] where
such graphs are called geometric graphs, see also [14].
In [9] it is shown that if the segments of any n points in general position in the
Euclidean plane (no three points on a line) are colored by 2 colors, then at least one of
the color classes contains a spanning tree without any pair of crossing edges. They also
showed that there exist b(n + 1)=3c pairwise-disjoint segments of the same color, as
previously conjectured by Bialostocki and Dierker, see also [8] for a O(nlog log n+2)-time
algorithm for nding these segments.
In [8] it was proved that for every 2-coloring there exist monochromatic non-crossing
cycles of lengths 3; 4; : : : ; bpn=2c. Moreover, they showed the existence of a monochro-
matic non-crossing path of length 
(n2=3), if the n points are in general position, and
of length b(n + 1)=2c, if the points are in convex position. Finding these monochro-
matic congurations can be done in time O(n2). However, if one asks whether in an
arbitrary, not necessarily complete, geometric graph there is a non-crossing spanning
tree or to nd the largest size of a matching, then these problems are known to be
dicult from the computational point of view, i.e., NP-hard, cf. [7,11,12].
In our considerations it turns out that the type of embedding is crucial for the growth
rate of the corresponding Ramsey numbers. In particular, for 4-cycles and using t colors,
we obtain in the crossing case a quadratic growth rate while in the non-crossing case
we obtain an at least exponential growth rate. Moreover, we consider convex paths of
length l, cf. Fig. 1, and we obtain for the corresponding Ramsey numbers Rc(Pconvl ; t)
the lower and upper bounds 1 + l(l − 1)t−1 and 1 + lt , respectively. Moreover, for
2-colorings and convex cycles of length k in color 1 and length l in color 2, we obtain
the estimates (k−1)(l−1)+16Rc(Cconvk ; Cconvl )62kl−3k−3l+6. For the case k= l
these bounds were obtained independently in [10].
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2. Paths and 4-cycles for t-colorings
In this section we consider the growth rate of Ramsey numbers for convex paths and
convex cycles for colorings of the segments, determined by some points on a circle in
the Euclidean plane, using a xed number of colors.
Let (p1; p2; : : : ; pl+1) be a sequence of pairwise distinct points, ordered, say, clock-
wise on a circle in R2. The sequence (fp1; p2g; fp2; p3g; : : : ; fpl; pl+1g) of arcs is
called a convex l-path (shortly Pconvl ) if the straight line segments [pi; pi+1] do not
cross each other for i = 1; 2; : : : ; l, see Fig. 1. The length of a path is the number of
its edges.
For positive integers l and t, let Rc(Pconvl ; t) denote the least positive integer n such
that for every n-element set V of points on a circle in R2 and for every coloring
 : [V ]2 ! f1; 2; : : : ; tg of the arcs there always exists a convex l-path Pconvl , all of
whose edges are colored the same.
Proposition 2.1. For positive integers t>2;
R(P2; t) = Rc(Pconv2 ; t) =

t + 1 for t even;
t + 2 for t odd:
Proof. For t odd and the lower bound, partition the edge set of Kt+1 into t 1-factors
and color the edges within a 1-factor by one color but edges in dierent 1-factors by
dierent colors. Concerning the upper bound, simply observe that in Kt+2 each vertex
has t + 1 incident edges but only t colors are available. Two edges of the same color
incident at a vertex yield a monochromatic convex 2-path.
For t even, the lower bound follows from the lower bound for t − 1. For the upper
bound, assume that the edges of a complete graph Kt+1 are colored using t colors
such that at every vertex no two edges of the same color are incident, i.e., each color
class is a matching. Since t + 1 is odd and only t colors are available, this is not
possible.
For the general case we have:
Theorem 2.2. For positive integers l and t;
1 + l(l− 1)t−16Rc(Pconvl ; t)61 + lt : (1)
It should be noted that one can show Rc(Pconv3 ; 2)= 7 and Rc(P
conv
4 ; 2)= 13, see [1].
In both cases the lower bound in (1) is achieved.
Before proving Theorem 2.2 we introduce the notion of monotone paths. For a
positive integer l, a graph with an l-element totally ordered vertex set fv1; v2; : : : ; vl+1g,
v1<v2<   <vl+1, and the set of edges ffv1; v2g; fv2; v3g; : : : ; fvl; vl+1gg is called a
monotone l-path and is denoted by Pmonl . Let R(P
mon
l ; t) denote the least positive
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integer n such that for every t-coloring of the edges of the complete graph Kn with
totally ordered vertex set there exists a monochromatic monotone l-path Pmonl .
In [5] Erd}os showed that R(Pmonl ; 2)= l
2 + 1. Later Rado extended Erd}os’ result for
colorings using t colors:
Theorem 2.3 (Rado [15]). For positive integers l and t;
R(Pmonl ; t) = l
t + 1:
With this result, it is easy to see the upper bound in (1):
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let the points be ordered clockwise on a circle. As every
monotone path is convex, Theorem 2.3 yields the upper bound in (1).
For proving the lower bound in (1), we use induction on t. Clearly, Rc(Pconvl ; 1) =
l+1. Let t>2 and set m:=l(l−1)t−2. By induction assumption there exists a coloring
 : [V ]2 ! f1; 2; : : : ; t − 1g of the segments determined by a set V of m points on a
circle admitting no convex l-path. Take l− 1 consecutive copies V1; V2; : : : ; Vl−1 of V
on a circle where Vi is (in the clockwise ordering) before Vi+1, i=1; 2; : : : ; l−2. Dene
a coloring 0 : [V1[V2    [Vl−1]2 ! f1; 2; : : : ; tg of the arcs as follows. Color all arcs
within the blocks Vi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; l− 1, as the coloring  does. All other arcs will be
colored by the new color t. No convex l-path within any block Vi is monochromatic
and every such path in color t has at most l points.
Related here are recent results from [8{10]. In [9] Karolyi et al. considered the class
Pl of non-self-intersecting paths of length l. They obtained for the corresponding
Ramsey numbers R(Pl; 2) (points in the plane in general position) the upper bound
R(Pl; 2)=O(l3=2). By our denition, convex paths are also non-self-intersecting paths.
The upper bound R(Pl; 2)=O(l3=2) was improved for points in convex position in [8]
where Rc(Pl; 2) = 2l− 1 was shown.
Next we will consider cycles. For integers k>3, a k-cycle is a graph which is
given by a sequence (v1; v2; : : : ; vk) of k pairwise distinct vertices and by the edges
fv1; v2g; fv2; v3g; : : : ; fvk−1; vkg; fvk ; v1g.
In particular, we consider 4-cycles whose vertices are on a circle in the Euclidean
plane R2. There are two embeddings of a 4-cycle. If no two of its edges cross each
other then we denote this 4-cycle by Cconv4 and we call it a convex 4-cycle. Otherwise,
if a pair of opposite edges cross each other then we denote this 4-cycle by Ccross4 and
we call it a crossing 4-cycle, see Fig. 1.
Let Rc(Cconv4 ; t) denote the least positive integer n such that for every set V of n
points on a circle in the Euclidean plane and for every coloring  : [V ]2 ! f1; 2; : : : ; tg
of the arcs there always exists a monochromatic convex 4-cycle, that is, all its edges
are colored the same. For crossing 4-cycles Ccross4 the Ramsey numbers Rc(C
cross
4 ; t) are
dened analogously.
We will show that the growth rates of Rc(Cconv4 ; t) and of Rc(C
cross
4 ; t) dier signi-
cantly from each other: it turns out that Rc(Cconv4 ; t) grows at least exponentially while
Rc(Ccross4 ; t) grows quadratically in t.
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Theorem 2.4. For positive integers t;
2
3
(4t + 2)6Rc(Cconv4 ; t)6
t2t+1 − 1
t − 1 : (2)
We remark that Rc(Cconv3 ; 2) = 6 and that Rc(C
conv
4 ; 2) = 14 is known from [1].
Proof. The upper bound in (2) can be shown as the upper bound for the t-color
Ramsey number for the complete graph K4 as given by Erd}os and Rado [6]. We
sketch the argument. Let n:=(t2t+1 − 1)=(t − 1) =P2ti=0 ti. Dene for a given coloring
 : [f1; 2; : : : ; ng]2 ! f1; 2; : : : ; tg a sequence 1 = x1<x2<   <x2t+1<n of points
and a sequence N1N2   N2t+1 6= ; of sets such that (fxi; xg) = fi for each
x 2 Ni and xi+1=minNi for i=1; 2; : : : ; 2t. Also jNi+1j>(jNij−1)=t. As jN2t+1j>1, the
sequence x1; x2; : : : ; x2t+1 contains three points xi; xj; xk with associated color fi=fj=fk .
Any fourth point from N2t+1 yields a monochromatic convex 4-cycle.
Concerning the lower bound, let V be the vertex set of a convex n-gon
where V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng and n:=2=3  (4t + 2)− 1. We use a coloring where arcs of
the same length get the same color. The length l(fvi; vjg) of an arc fvi; vjg is dened
by
l(fvi; vjg):=minfjj − ij; (n− jj − ij)g;
thus l(fvi; vjg)6(n− 1)=2 since n is odd.
First we dene an auxiliary coloring  : f1; 2; : : : ; (n− 1)=2g!f1; 2; : : : ; tg of inte-
gers. This induces a coloring  : [V ]2!f1; 2; : : : ; tg of the segments of V by (fvi; vjg)
= (l(fvi; vjg)).
With respect to the coloring , each integer x 2 [1;Pt−1i=1 22i−1] will be
colored by one of the colors 1; 2; : : : ; t− 1 and all remaining integers from the interval
[1 +
Pt−1
i=1 2
2i−1; (n− 1)=2] will be colored by color t.
To specify the coloring  in the interval [1;
Pt−1
i=1 2
2i−1] we proceed as follows.
For i=1; 2; : : : ; t−1, let Ai be the set of all sequences a=(a2t−3; a2t−5; : : : ; a2i−1) with
a2i−1 = 1 and a2j−1 2 f0; 1g, j = i + 1; : : : ; t − 1, and let
bi := (4i − 1)=3:
For a= (a2t−3; a2t−5; : : : ; a2i−1) 2 Ai, set
N ( a):=
t−1X
j=i
a2j−1  22j−1:
Claim 2.5. The sets [N ( a)−bi;N ( a)]\N; i=1; 2; : : : ; t−1 and a 2 Ai; yield a partition
of the set f1; 2; : : : ;Pt−1i=1 22i−1g.
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Proof. First notice that
t−1X
i=1
X
a2Ai
j[N ( a)− bi;N ( a)] \Nj=
t−1X
i=1
X
a2Ai
(bi + 1)
=
t−1X
i=1
2t−i−1  2
2i + 2
3
=
1
3
 (22t−1 − 2) =
t−1X
i=1
22i−1:
It remains to show that for distinct sequences a 2 Ai and c 2 Aj it holds
[N ( a)− bi;N ( a)] \ [N ( c)− bj;N ( c)] = ;:
Let N ( c)>N ( a). Then, for some l>j, we have N ( c)>22l−1 and N ( a)6
Pl−1
i=1 2
2i−1,
and, using l>j, we conclude
N ( c)− N ( a)>22l−1 −
l−1X
i=1
22i−1 =
1
3
 4l + 2
3
>bj;
thus N ( c)− bj >N ( a) and the claim follows.
By Claim 2.5 for every integer x 2 [1;Pt−1i=1 22i−1] there exist unique i and a 2 Ai
such that x 2 [N ( a) − bi;N ( a)]. Then, we dene the color of x by (x) = i. The
coloring  is well dened in [1;
Pt−1
i=1 2
2i−1], hence in [1; (n−1)=2]. This also denes
the coloring .
Suppose for contradiction that the coloring  of the arcs of V yields a monochromatic
convex 4-cycle in color i. Let d1; d2; d3; d46(n− 1)=2 be the corresponding lengths of
the arcs. Then, (d1) = (d2) = (d3) = (d4) = i, and, as we consider convex
4-cycles, we have d1 + d2 + d3 2 fd4; n− d4g. Therefore, either
d1 + d2 + d3 = d4 (3)
or
d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 = n; (4)
where di6(n− 1)=2 for i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and di = (n− 1)=2 for at most one i.
We will show that neither (3) nor (4) holds. First, assume that i< t and i =
(d1)=(d2)=(d3)=(d4). For each dg, 16g64, there is a unique sequence
a(g) = (a(g)2t−3; a
(g)
2t−5; : : : ; a
(g)
2i−3) 2 Ai such that
dg =
t−1X
j=i
a(g)2j−1  22j−1 − cg;
where 06cg6(4i − 1)=3 and a(g)2i−1 = 1 and a(g)2j−1 2 f0; 1g for j = i + 1; : : : ; t − 1.
Now, d1 + d2 + d3 = d4 implies that
t−1X
j=i
(a(1)2j−1 + a
(2)
2j−1 + a
(3)
2j−1 − a(4)2j−1)  22j−1 = c1 + c2 + c3 − c4: (5)
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With a(g)2i−1 = 1 for 16g64 we infer
c1 + c2 + c3 − c4  0mod 22i ;
and using
−(4i − 1)=36c1 + c2 + c3 − c464i − 1;
we obtain c1 + c2 + c3 − c4 = 0. For j = i; i + 1; : : : ; t − 1 set
b2j−1:=a
(1)
2j−1 + a
(2)
2j−1 + a
(3)
2j−1:− a(4)2j−1;
Then, (5) becomes
t−1X
j=i
b2j−1  22j−1 = 0;
where b2i−1 = 2 and b2j−1 2 f−1; 0; 1; 2; 3g for j = i + 1; : : : ; t − 1. However, since
binary representation is unique, this is not possible.
On the other hand, (4) cannot hold, since
d1 + d2 + d3 + d464
t−1X
i=1
22i−1 =
2
3
(4t − 4)< 2
3
(4t + 2)− 1 = n:
Now, let i = t. Then, d1 + d2 + d3 = d4 implies
d1 + d2 + d3>3
 
1 +
t−1X
i=1
22i−1
!
= 2  4t−1 + 1> 1
3
(4t + 2)− 1 = n− 1
2
;
but d46(n− 1)=2, i.e., (3) does not hold. Also (4) cannot hold, since
d1 + d2 + d3 + d4>4
 
t−1X
i=1
22i−1 + 1
!
>
2
3
(4t + 2)− 1 = n:
Therefore, V does not contain any monochromatic convex 4-cycle.
Denote by R(C4; t) the least positive integer n such that every edge-coloring with
t colors of the complete graph Kn admits a monochromatic 4-cycle. The following
bounds on R(C4; t) were shown by Chung and Graham:
Theorem 2.6 (Chung [3] and Chung and Graham [4]). For positive integers t>2;
R(C4; t)6t2 + t + 1:
For t − 1 a prime power;
R(C4; t)>t2 − t + 2: (6)
Theorem 2.7. For positive integers t>2;
25
36
t2 − 5
9
t +
67
36
6Rc(Ccross4 ; t)6t
2 + t + 1 + btpt − 1c+ dtpt − 1e: (7)
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Notice that Rc(Cconv4 ; 2) = 14 as was proved in [1].
Proof. First we prove the lower bound in (7). The set of primes is suciently dense in
the set of natural numbers. In particular, taking into account also small numbers, by a
result of Breusch [2] for every integer n>48 there exists a prime p with n6p69n=8.
Hence, for every n>54 there exists a prime p with b8n=9c6p6n. Checking the
integers n< 53 we obtain that for every integer n>2 there exists a prime power q
with 5n=66q6n. Given t>3, there exists a prime power q with 5(t− 1)=66q6t− 1.
Then, using from Theorem 2.6 the lower bound R(C4; t)>t2 − t + 2 for t − 1 a prime
power, we obtain
Rc(Ccross4 ; t)> (q+ 1)
2 − (q+ 1) + 2
>

5
6
(t − 1) + 1
2
−

5
6
(t − 1) + 1

+ 2
=
25
36
t2 − 5
9
t +
67
36
:
Next we show the upper bound in (7). Set n:=r+ s, where r:=t2 + btpt − 1c+1 and
s:=dtpt − 1e+ t. Let V be a set of n points on a circle in R2, say V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng,
where 1; 2; : : : ; n occur in this ordering clockwise on the circle.
Partition the set V into two sets V1 = f1; 2; : : : ; rg and V2 = fr + 1; r + 2; : : : ; ng.
Let  : [V ]2 ! f1; 2; : : : ; tg be a coloring. We prove the existence of a monochromatic
crossing 4-cycle, which implies R(Cconv4 ; t)6n. Consider the complete bipartite graph
B=(V1[ V2;E) with jEj= rs. The edges of B are colored by t colors and thus at least
drs=te of them are colored the same. Let E0 be the set of all these edges. Consider
now the bipartite subgraph B0 = (V1 [ V2;E0) of B. We will show that B0 contains a
crossing 4-cycle. For a vertex v 2 V1 let dv denote its degree in the graph B0. ThenX
v2V1
dv = jE0j>
l rs
t
m
: (8)
Let T be the set of all triples fx; y; zg with x 2 V1 and y; z 2 V2, y 6= z, and
fx; yg; fx; zg 2 E0. Notice that
jT j=
X
v2V1

dv
2

: (9)
Thus, if jT j> ( s2, then there exist distinct points x1; x2 2 P1 and y; z 2 P2 such that
fx1; y; zg; fx2; y; zg 2 T . Then the arcs fx1; yg; fy; x2g; fx2; zg; fz; x1g yield a mono-
chromatic crossing 4-cycle.
As the function f(x) =
( x
2

is convex for x> 1, we infer with (8) and (9) that
jT j=
X
v2V1

dv
2

>r
 jE0j
r
2
!
>r
 s
t
2

>
 s
2

:
To see the last inequality we plug in the values of r and s and the following
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equivalences yield the desired result:
r
 s
t
2

>
 s
2

, r > t
2(s− 1)
s− t
, t2 + btpt − 1c+ 1> t
2(dtpt − 1e+ t − 1)
dtpt − 1e
, (btpt − 1c+ 1)  dtpt − 1e>t2(t − 1)
and the last inequality holds for all t>2.
3. Paths and cycles for 2-colorings
Here we consider the growth rate of Ramsey numbers for convex paths and convex
cycles of arbitrary length for colorings of arcs with two colors, see also [13].
Let Rc(Pconvk ; P
conv
l ) denote the least positive integer n such that for every n-element
set V of points on a circle in R2 and for every coloring  : [V ]2!f1; 2g of the
arcs there exists either a convex k-path Pconvk which is monochromatic in color 1, or
a convex l-path Pconvl which is monochromatic in color 2. Clearly, Rc(P
conv
2 ; P
conv
l ) = l
for l>2.
We will use the Ramsey numbers R(Kk; Pmonl ), which are dened as the least positive
integer n such that for every coloring  : E(Kn)! f1; 2g of the edges of the complete
graph Kn with totally ordered vertex set there exists either a complete subgraph Kk
which is monochromatic in color 1, or a monoton l-path which is monochromatic in
color 2. Erd}os proved exact values for these numbers:
Theorem 3.1 (Erd}os [5]). For positive integers k and l;
R(Kk; Pmonl ) = (k − 1)l+ 1:
With this, we infer the following result:
Theorem 3.2. For positive integers l>k>3;
1 + (k − 1)(l− 1)6Rc(Pconvk ; Pconvl )6(k − 1)l+ 1: (10)
The lower bound in (10) is sharp for k = 4, l= 3 and k = 5, l= 4, see the remark
following Theorem 2.2.
Proof. As every complete graph Kk contains a convex k-path, the upper bound in
(10) follows. The lower bound (10) can be shown as in the proof of the lower bound
of (1).
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Fig. 2. Rc(Cconv4 ; C
conv
4 )> 13.
Next we consider the Ramsey numbers Rc(Cconvk ; C
conv
l ).
Theorem 3.3. For positive integers k and l;
(k − 1)(l− 1) + 16Rc(Cconvk ; Cconvl )62kl− 3k − 3l+ 6: (11)
We remark that Rc(Cconv4 ; C
conv
4 )=14, see [1], hence the upper bound in (11) is attained.
For the lower bound Rc(Cconv4 ; C
conv
4 )> 13 we refer to Fig. 2.
Independently of our work it was shown by Karolyi et al. [10] that in the diagonal
case k = l one has
(k − 1)2 + 16Rc(Cconvk ; Cconvk )62(k − 1)(k − 2) + 2
which coincides with our bounds in (11).
Proof. To see the lower bound, partition (k − 1)(l− 1) points on the circle into k − 1
consecutive blocks of l−1 points each. Color the arcs within the k−1 blocks by color
1 and the remaining arcs, i.e. arcs between dierent blocks, by color 2. Neither there
is a convex cycle Cconvk in color 1 nor a convex cycle C
conv
l in color 2.
To prove the upper bound let n:=Rc(Pmonk−1; C
conv
l ) + Rc(C
conv
k ; P
mon
l−1) where the num-
bers Rc(; ) are dened in the straightforward way. Let V be a set of n points on a
circle in R2, say V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng, and let 1; 2; : : : ; n occur clockwise on the circle. Let
 : [V ]2 ! f1; 2g be a coloring of the arcs.
Consider the sets Vi of endpoints of those arcs leaving vertex 1 in color i; i = 1; 2.
If jV1j>Rc(Pmonk−2; Cconvl ) then V1 contains a monotone monochromatic (k − 2)-path in
color 1 or a monochromatic convex l-cycle in color 2. If v1<v2<   <vk−1 denes
a monochromatic (k − 2)-path then f1; v1; v2; : : : ; vk−1g gives a monochromatic convex
k-cycle and we are done. Otherwise, if jV2j>Rc(Cconvk ; Pmonl−2) then V2 either contains a
monochromatic monotone (l−2)-path in color 2 which together with vertex 1 yields a
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monochromatic convex l-cycle or it contains a monochromatic convex k-cycle in color
1 and we are done again. Thus, Rc(Cconvk ; C
conv
l )6n.
By (10) and by monotonicity we have Rc(Pmonk ; C
conv
l )6R(P
mon
k ; Kl) = k(l− 1) + 1,
hence,
Rc(Cconvk ; C
conv
l )6 Rc(P
mon
k−2; C
conv
l ) + Rc(C
conv
k ; P
mon
l−2)
6 (k − 2)(l− 1) + (k − 1)(l− 2) + 2
= 2kl− 3k − 3l+ 6:
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